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Ten student leaders from throughout California will travel to Washington, D.C. this week to meet with members of the California Congressional delegation, Senators Cranston and Hayakawa, and other policymakers in the federal government. Although it is an annual event, this year’s trip has become especially significant because of President Reagan’s proposed budget cuts. “What we will be doing,” says CSCSB A.S. President Tim Hamre, a member of the delegation, “is personally conveying to our elected representatives the response of California’s students to Mr. Reagan’s proposals.

Of primary concern to the delegation are proposals for deep cuts in most federal financial aid programs. At CSCSB there are about 1000 students on financial aid programs who could be affected by these cuts. Other concerns include the proposed elimination of Social Security Student Survivor benefits, the elimination of any student eligibility for food stamps, and a proposal to allow sub-minimum wages for many jobs for which students are employed. CSUC student leaders are also concerned that Reagan’s proposal for tuition tax credits could have a disastrous impact on the publicly supported, tuition-free California State University and Colleges.

Other issues which will be covered during the trip include funding programs for campus housing, truth in testing legislation, and draft registration.

“The issues we will be dealing with,” said Hamre, “will affect several thousand students on this campus and hundreds of thousands of students in California.”

Outstanding Professor Named

Dr. Robert M. O’Brien, a sociologist, has been selected as the outstanding professor for 1981 at Cal State San Bernardino. President Pflau announced on Friday, Feb. 13th.

Chosen by a campus committee which included student representation, Dr. O’Brien will represent Cal State in the California State University and Colleges Outstanding Professor Awards program.

Each year the Board of Trustees of the CSUC honors two faculty members in the system for their superlative teaching, contributions to students, their academic disciplines and their campus communities.” This is the first year that Cal State has participated in the awards program.

Dr. O’Brien, 36, a member of the faculty since 1974, currently is associate professor and chairman of the Department of Sociology. All of his teaching has been on the San Bernardino campus with the exception of a year at the University of Wisconsin, after he earned his M.A. and Ph.D. in sociology there. His B.A. degree in psychology, was received at Pomona College.

In addition to his classroom work, he spent four years as faculty coordinator for the computer center, serving as a statistical consultant. He has been a research consultant and advisor for projects both on and off campus. Currently he is a consultant to the United States Environmental Protection Agency, advising on the social and political effects of a waste disposal site in Denver.

With a research grant from the National Science Foundation, he studied the effects of worker participation in self-managed enterprises in Yugoslavia in 1972-73.

Dr. O’Brien has been involved in 35 professional articles, papers and publications. In cooperation with his father, Dr. Robert W. O’Brien, a professor at Whittier College, he has published a sociology textbook and an instructor’s manual to accompany it. A number of his recent publications, written with colleagues here at Cal State, have involved studies of victims in today’s society. His papers have been presented at various American conferences and also at the World Congress of Sociology in Sweden and the International Symposium on Victimology in Germany.

Dr. Robert M. O’Brien was chosen as the outstanding professor.

Dr. Nikolai Khokhlov, CSCSB Professor of Psychology, subject of a recent television interview on NBC

Dr. Nikolai Khokhlov, CSCSB Professor of Psychology, was interviewed on the “NBC Magazine with David Brinkley” Friday, February 20th, at 10 p.m. The interview, conducted by NBC international news correspondent Garrick Uiley, was taped on Nov. 28th - 29th.

Dr. Khokhlov discussed his current work on parapsychology as it is related to the international developments influenced by this relatively new field of psychological inquiry. The Soviets are actively involved in the development, application, and implementation of this new science in areas beneficial to their national interests. The rapid development of this “psycho-weapon” has not been overlooked by the U.S. Government.

By Juan Manuel Tovar

Dr. Khokhlov’s involvement, dating back to 1974, with the U.S. Government is a derivative of his long-standing interest in Parapsychology. He was working under a grant from the Office of Scientific Intelligence to perform his research, which investigates and evaluates the work being done by the Soviets. Dr. Khokhlov’s research, which includes gathering data from interviews of recent Soviet emigrés, was analyzed on the CSCSB computer system, and was then processed through the National Security Agency and eventually reported directly to the President. This report to the White House was submitted by the CIA.

A profile of Dr. Khokhlov will appear in an upcoming edition of The PawPrint.
The PawPrint is currently taking applications from campus clubs, organizations, or individuals who wish to be chided, chastised, or castigated with advertising. We have already made enemies with just about everyone in the A.S.O. office, as well as alienated all those associated with the Housing Office. If you or your club would like similar treatment, drop by the office or give us a call. We seem glad to obligate.

An added benefit of being ratified at The PawPrint is your chance or respond in future issues to our criticisms. The following are examples of rebuttals from people who we angered last week.

Editor, PawPrint:

Since a letter regarding the Housing Office was published on February 13th, I am asking to re-read the negative situations regarding the manner in which I quoted “all students involved in the publication of The PawPrint.” I am taking matters into my own hands.

I present two matters for your consideration:

1. I would like to open a dialogue to see if the PawPrint can improve the sensitivity of obtaining funds from the Committee for Clubs, but the matter never advanced further than that discussion. At least as my involvement is concerned.

Your presumption about the use of the money and the statement that my “interest in actual journalism is not visible” is one that you would care to produce some physical proof for, as one of my money sources there would be some grounds for discussion.

I also liked your statement that I had "uttered no requests that The PawPrint publish my “labors.”

My final word is that The PawPrint will do well to produce some self-censorship in the areas concerning the Board of Directors.

Also I would like to quote from an article of which I was not aware.

Dear Editor:

I would like to express my appreciation for your recent announcement of forthcoming changes in the membership of the A.S. Board of Directors. Your statement that the A.S. Board of Directors is not to simply generate revenue accounts from advertising is very much appreciated. I am taking matters into my own hands.

I present two matters for your consideration:

1. I would like to open a dialogue to see if the PawPrint can improve the sensitivity of obtaining funds from the Committee for Clubs, but the matter never advanced further than that discussion. At least as my involvement is concerned.

Your presumption about the use of the money and the statement that my “interest in actual journalism is not visible” is one that you would care to produce some physical proof for, as one of my money sources there would be some grounds for discussion.

I also liked your statement that I had "uttered no requests that The PawPrint publish my “labors.”

My final word is that The PawPrint will do well to produce some self-censorship in the areas concerning the Board of Directors. Your statement that the A.S. Board of Directors is not to simply generate revenue accounts from advertising is very much appreciated.
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Maura O'Neill, Newman Club Chaplain

THE NEW NEWMAN CLUB CHAPLIN ARRIVES

As Members of the California Newman Community, we are pleased to announce the arrival of Maura O’Neill, Newman Club Chaplain. She was formerly the Newman Club Chaplain at Arizona State College and is sure to be a wonderful addition to our Newman Club Community.

Maura has always been a beautiful place to be! How glorious to come in six short weeks from cold, gray, overcrowded 100 MPH New York City to a scene of slow and easy San Francisco. Why? Well, I have spent many years in the position of Newman Chaplain here at Arizona State College and am excited to be here. For those of you who are not familiar with Newman, it is the name for the Newman Union on Campus in which students are welcome to come, in six short weeks, and relax after a busy day. There are many beautiful people who will benefit those who are seeking to grow in their grasp of these issues as well.

For all who are interested, we usually get together on Tuesdays at 12 noon in the Lounge of the Newman Union. You may also contact me through the Newman Club advisors, Dr. Jim Rogers (Business Administration) and Dr. Paul Esposito (Placement Office). There is also a mailbox for the Newman Club in the Newman Union which you may use.

Looking forward to meeting you.

Sincerely,
Maura O’Neill
Newman Club Chaplain

TEACHER INTERVIEWING WORKSHOP

At long last, last students will have an opportunity to find out what happens in the interview with school district personnel. The Placement Center is proud to announce that they will sponsor a Teacher Interviewing Workshop in the Lower Commons on Thursday, February 26, 1981. The speaker will be Mr. Lorne Bargmann, Associate Superintendent for Personnel Services for the San Bernardino City Unified School Dist. He will discuss what personnel looks for in an interview, what questions are asked during the interview and what makes him remember a candidate. He will also give two or three mock interviews and field a question and answer session.

This is a special chance for student teachers and those about to become student teachers to save up all their questions and come ask them anonymously. Don’t miss this terrific opportunity to get ahead in the job market.

CAREER CHANGE WORKSHOPS

Three workshops on mid-life career change and planning will be offered this month.

The first session on Thursday, February 12th will concern methods of deciding which career to choose and will include discussion of some of the potential careers available. The second meeting February 19th will cover the use of job market anonymously. The third meeting February 26th will concern job search strategies and marketing of skills, including life experience.

All of the meetings will run from noon to 1 p.m. in Room 204 of the Newman Student Union. Anybody who is contemplating changing in mid-life is invited to attend the workshops. They are designed to be helpful to persons who have been out of the work force and who need either to form career goals or reestablish a career.

Dr. Louise Paciorek, who heads the Cal State Adult College Opportunity Program, and Ed Schneiderman, placement counselor, will conduct the workshops.

As we approach the spring break, try to find out more about the opportunity to get ahead in the job market.

CLASSIFIEDS

JOBS

TELLER A bank in San Bernardino would like to hire an experienced teller to work about 20 hours/week. The days are not set yet and the position pays $4.00/hour. No. 728

RECEPTIONIST: A local hair salon is looking for a pleasant person with good public relations skills to work part-time. There are all sorts of hours to choose from -- weekdays and evenings. The position pays $3.50/hour. No. 727

LIVE IN AIDE: A 24 year old man who is a quadriplegic needs a live-in aide to help him with daily living. He is able to drive a stick shift and is needed as an evening driver for a company dispensing food from a truck. Must be over 18 years of age. Would work from 5 PM - 9:30 PM. Monday though Friday. Pays $3.75/hour. No. 724

SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITY: Coed. residential camp in mountain area is seeking qualified, intelligent, mature, candidates for counselors, specialists, WSI's, and registered nurse. Salary plus room and board for approx. 10 weeks. Call (714) 887-2155 for information and applications or send resume to Boys' & Girls' Club of Hollywood Camp, PO Box 751, Running Springs, CA 92390

EXPERIENCED - QUALIFIED TYPIST FAST, ACCURATE, NEAT L.B.M. SELECRIC 882-5398 MRS. VINCENT


 Experienced typist will be glad to type your college papers, theses, resumes, etc., accurate and on time. Call 886-2509 between 10 and 2, 886-6262 other times. Mrs. Smith.

SERVICES


FOR RENT: Furnished room two and one half miles from school. Kitchen privileges. Own refrigerator. $100.00 a month. Call Doc, Tues-Fri, 8am-5pm. 383-4578

FOR SALE

TRUCK FOR SALE 1977 Chevy Van Mikes, like new, many extras. 53000. Call 327-2454.

I have pieces of jewelry for Children's Fund. Prices from 50c - $5. Contact Jolene Vessup, 884-8074.

AM. FM Cassette Stereo, auto reverse, digital station display, digital clock, pushbutton (150-T). station search and exact instant tuning. New. $318.00 or trade. Call 521-9025, Phone 866-6857, ask for Tom.

MISC.

WRITER WANTED Writer seeks collaborator for editing script and books on a percentage basis. Contact Dr. Khokhlav, Associate Superintendent for Personnel Services for the San Bernardino City Unified School District, and arrange for meeting the writer. Call Dr. Khokhlav at 887-2525 or phone Psych Dept. 887-7293.

Lost in ridge for quadruplegic. Free room and board and board good for student. Phone 886-2018 or 862-6196.

FOR SALE

LIFE IN AIDE: A 24 year old man who is a quadriplegic needs a live-in aide to help him with daily living. He is able to drive a stick shift and is needed as an evening driver for a company dispensing food from a truck. Must be over 18 years of age. Would work from 5 PM - 9:30 PM. Monday though Friday. Pays $3.75/hour. No. 724

SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITY: Coed. residential camp in mountain area is seeking qualified, intelligent, mature, candidates for counselors, specialists, WSI's, and registered nurse. Salary plus room and board for approx. 10 weeks. Call (714) 887-2155 for information and applications or send resume to Boys' & Girls' Club of Hollywood Camp, PO Box 751, Running Springs, CA 92390

EXPERIENCED - QUALIFIED TYPIST FAST, ACCURATE, NEAT L.B.M. SELECRIC 882-5398 MRS. VINCENT

I.D.

5 minutes is all it takes to make you a drivers license quality photo ID card from any state (while you wait) no proof of age required. Also Available are Press and Photographer Passports Employee I.D. cards and more. Anthony's offers complete Photographic Service from Portfolios to Passports at competitive prices.
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9506 Magnolia, Suite B Riverside
2 blocks east of 91 FYW at Van Buren
- other locations -
San Diego (714) 277-1886
Orange County (213) 681-0569
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Debbie Bankler (left), Christopher Brandon (center), and William Greeley (right), in a recent rehearsal for "Arms and the Man," which opens Feb. 25th.

"Arms and the Man"

by Mike Heister

The Players of the Pear Garden will present the George Bernard Shaw comedy, "Arms and the Man" at the Creative Arts Theatre Feb. 26, 27, 28, and March 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.

The play, directed by Dr. Donald E. Barnes, focuses on "a soldier who seeks escape from the enemy in a young woman's boudoir," according to Barnes. "The young woman, in love with glory of war, gets a taste of war's evils in her action to save the soldier."

The soldier returns following a declaration of peace, and Shaw mixes what he called "anti-romanticism" into the delightful comic situations which ensue.

Comic situations were much of Shaw's stock-in-trade, according to Barnes, with some philosophical discourse mixed in. "Arms tends to be a comedy more of situation than discourse. It was one of Shaw's first successful plays, and has all of the exuberance of youth, which makes it particularly well-suited to a college cast," Barnes said.

The cast includes Ana Chavez as Raina Petkoff, Debbie Bankler as Catherine Petkoff, Shelli R. Buchen as Louka, John Howard Higley as Captain Bluntschli, Michael Galyon as Nicola, William Greeley as Major Paul Petkoff, Christopher Michael Brandon III as Major Sergius Saranoff and Monte Monteleagre as the Russian officer. Robyn Perry has been cast to understudy to Raina.

In stage experience, Chavez has Imagination Players (IMPS) to her credit, as well as "She Loves me - She Said So" and various reader's theater projects. Bankler has done "Robber Bridegroom," IMPS and reader's theater. Buchen's credits include many musicals back east, including Dolly in "Hello Dolly" and Fanny in "Funny Girl," as well as Cal State productions. Higley played Edmund in "Long Day's Journey into Night," last quarter, has been in other Cal State productions and has community theater experience.

Galyon won an Inland Empire Theater League award for his performance in "Catch Me If You Can," directed the "Bald Sopranos," and also has assorted junior college and community theater credits. William Greeley has done IMPS and reader's theater at Cal State, and has a variety of other school and community theater experience.

Brandon's credits include an Inland Empire Theater League award for "Perryboats," and he has also done IMPS, "Robber Bridegroom," and reader's theater here. Monteleagre is in his first role at Cal State and is the only non-theater major in the cast.

Ivan Glisca, the stage manager, also has a long list of theater credits at CSCSB.

Tickets for the play are $3.50 for adults, $1.75 for students and senior citizens, and are available at the Theater Department office.

The Players of the Pear Garden meet every Wednesday at 12:00 in the make-up room of the Creative Arts Building.

MUSEUM POSTER EXHIBIT

Some of the best examples of advertising poster art are on display in the California State College, San Bernardino Library on February 28th.

Advertising posters started as one of the few practical media for reaching a mass audience. They were posted on pillars, walls, anywhere people were likely to see them. Today, they have been elevated to an art form.

The California State exhibit features posters for display at a number of Danish museums, including the Aarhus Museum of Art, the Viking Ship Museum, the Rosal Library, and Museum of National History and Thorvaldsen's Museum and others. Subjects include Napoleon, Chagall, the dairy industry, children's books, European prints, Calder, Carl Henning Pedersen and the Royal Collection of Copperplate Prints.

Most of the posters were designed and executed by prominent artists, including Bjorn Winblad and Anton. The designs range from dramatic, art work to type-only styles. East poster is a sample of the original print run.

The exhibition, sponsored by the Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, is on display through March 29.

Poetry Reading at Cal State

A nationally known California poet, Robert Hass, will give a poetry reading here at 7 p.m. Wednesday, March 4th.

"Robert Hass is a nationally known poet who won the Yale Younger Poets Award in 1973," said English professor Larry Kramer. "Critics have felt that he is the strongest winner of the prize in the past 10 or 15 years."

The winning book is titled "Field Guide."


Kramer, who is arranging the poetry reading, describes Hass' poems as "clear, carefully made and both intellectually and emotionally impressive."

In addition to the two books, Hass has published criticism and poetry in periodicals such as Atlantic Monthly, The Kenyon Review and Poetry.

Previously Hass taught at New York State University. He now teaches at St. Mary's College, although he currently is on a Guggenheim Fellowship.

The public is invited to the poetry reading, to be held in the Multipurpose Room of the Student Union.

MOVIE

"SIDDARThA"

Rated R

Fri., 6:30 & 9 p.m.

Student Union

CSCSB Students: 50¢ Adults: $1.00 Child: 25¢
The plump and voluptuous beauties of Gaston Lachaise are gone from the Cal State Art but his proud peacock will reside in the library for at least another year.

Because the entire exhibition was so well received this past November, the Lachaise Foundation granted permission to have the peacock remain on display, according to Julius Kaplan, Chairman of the Art Department, who negotiated its extended loan to the campus. The decorative bird was originally sculptured by Lachaise in the twenties to ornament the garden of the Long Island estate. When the estate was sold, the Lachaise Foundation purchased the peacock as part of their policy to locate and preserve the artist's works.

One of his first employers in France was Rene Lalique, a Parisian glassmaker absorbed in the decorative arts, and the peacock contains memories of the curving Art Nouveau manner of that artist. However, its underlying geometry and aerodynamic stylization was influenced by Paul Manship, a popular and successful sculptor who first employed Lachaise in New York. Manship strongly influenced the ornamental works of Lachaise created to earn a living while conceiving the more personal, exploratory, and controversial statues.

Although the peacock belongs outside, adding its charm to a garden setting, for the next year it will gaze upon the browsers of the library, hopefully inspiring them with its dignity and pride.

**DANCE**

**"LONG SHOT"**

**LIVE BAND**

Thurs., Feb. 26th

**SUMP 9-1**

---

**Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Extended**

**IMPORTANT NOTICE**

Recent changes in federal law make it possible for students to earn a living while conceiving and controversial statues. The turned head, with its jaunty comb, gives the appearance of a bird who knows that he rules the roost. It is a sculpture that begs to be walked around so that its rounded contours and the linear detail of the plumage can be inspected.

Lachaise, born and trained in Paris, became a sculptor at an early age. He moved to New York when he was twenty-four and created his mature works there. One of his characteristic female figures with exaggerated anatomy was included in the famous Armory Show of 1913 in New York that introduced modern art to America. Since then, Lachaise has been recognized as a pioneer in modern American sculpture, always, however, remaining loyal to the European classical tradition of nude figures represented by famous contemporaries like Maillol.

One of his first employers in France was Rene Lalique, a Parisian glassmaker absorbed in the decorative arts, and the peacock contains memories of the curving Art Nouveau manner of that artist. However, its underlying geometry and aerodynamic stylization was influenced by Paul Manship, a popular and successful sculptor who first employed Lachaise in New York. Manship strongly influenced the ornamental works of Lachaise created to earn a living while conceiving the more personal, exploratory, and controversial statues.

Although the peacock belongs outside, adding its charm to a garden setting, for the next year it will gaze upon the browsers of the library, hopefully inspiring them with its dignity and pride.
We say "Elegant" because Edgehill's land plan and architecture are absolutely smashing. Charming landscape walkways, sundecks, sheltered swimming pools and spas, private-walled patios or balconies. Elegant in appointments too with solid core entry doors, wall to wall carpets and drapes, refrigerated air conditioning, copper plumbing throughout, and enclosed garages with automatic openers.

We say "Cheap" because a price of $44,000 with a 10 1/2% 30 year fixed rate loan is incredibly inexpensive—and the location is prestigious Shandon Hills adjacent to Blair Park and Shandon Hills Golf Course! $389 per month is based upon 20% down, but a 5% down program is also available.

The sound you just heard in your consciousness was opportunity knocking.

See California Department of Real Estate Public Report for information concerning public and private facilities and monthly cost to homeowners.

10 1/2%
30 Year Fixed Rate
10 1/2% A.P.R.

Decorated Models
Open Daily 11:30—6:30
1500 Edgehill Rd. San Bernardino
Priced from $44,000

SAN BERNARDINO

Quality from the ground up by Eastern Pacific Development.
(714) 886-7777 or (714) 886-6665

Prices available at time of ad placement.
Chinese Language and Cultural Studies

CLCS OFFERS:
* Reasonable expenses * Travel
* Concentrated study in Taiwan
* Extensive course listing
* Full university credit

ENTRY DATES: 4/1-6/12; 6/15-9/4; 9/21-12/18
First Quarter: Tuition $780; Housing $200

Accepting applications for all quarters
or Free Pamphlet and Information:
Chinese Language and Cultural Studies
P.O. Box 15563, Long Beach, CA 90815
Telephone: (213) 597-3361

How to make your last two years of college mean even more.

Take the Army ROTC Two-Year Program.
If you've just about completed your second year of college, and you're planning on two more, it's not too late to take Army ROTC.
You start the program with six-weeks of Basic Camp (you'll be paid $545) between your sophomore and junior years, without obligation.
Then it's back to school in the fall. Learning how to become an Army officer while you're working on your college degree. Earning an extra $100 a month, up to ten months a year.
And two years later, you'll graduate with your degree, your commission as an Army officer, and some real experience at leading and managing people.
The last two years of college mean a lot. Take the Army ROTC Two-Year Program and you can make them mean a lot more.

California Mart Director to Speak

David Morse, director and general partner of the California Mart and International Merchandising Center, will speak to the Marketing Club March 3rd.
The public is invited to the talk, "Marketing through Merchandise Marts and the History of the California Mart," which will begin at 7 p.m. in the Multipurpose Room of the Student Union.
The California Mart, located at 110 East 9th Street in Los Angeles, is a major West Coast international trade center offering 40,000 square feet of convention center, a 600-capacity fashion theater, public relations office, and numerous related services.
Morse is directly involved in all phases of mart management and promotion and is a specialist in effective and timely buying," said Kerri Acheson, lecturer in business administration, who is responsible for bringing him to the campus.
Acheson said Morse, a member of the World Association of Merchandise Marts, is being brought to the campus as a special service to the San Bernardino business community and area business students.
The Marketing Club is a new group at Cal State whose goal is to foster professional growth for students through interaction with business people and through various opportunities for practical application of business concepts.
Additional information can be obtained by calling the Cal State Business Administration Department at 887-7711. The public is invited.
Budweiser presents...

the TASTEBUDS

"PIZZA"

OH BOY! PIZZA!

WAIT A MINUTE, YOU HATE PIZZA!

I DO, BUT I LOVE WHAT WE GET WITH IT.

WHAT'S THAT?

PASS A MUSHROOM.

WHAT TASTES BETTER WITH PIZZA THAN MAYBE ANYTHING ELSE IN THE ENTIRE, I SAID, ENTIRE WORLD?

I DUNNO...

I DO...

ALL RIGHT!

HOW STUPID OF ME...

YAY-Y-Y-Y!

POUR IT ON!!!

I LOVE MY BUD!

WHY DO YOU THINK THEY CALL 'EM TASTEBUDS ANYWAY?

WATCH THE TASTEBUDS (IN ACTUAL COMMERCIALS) ON "SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE!"